BeerSAVER KegSWITCHER
An Automatic Multi-Keg Changeover System

BENEFITS

- **REDUCE SERVICE DOWNTIME**
  Peak hours means frequent keg changes. With the KegSWITCHERs, your lines stay supplied longer and empty kegs can be replaced without disrupting service.

- **ELIMINATE BEER WASTE**
  Switching automatically from the primary keg to a backup keg keeps the beer lines filled with beer at all times reducing beer waste in between keg changeovers.

- **SCHEDULED TAPPING OF KEGS**
  During the off peak hours the primary and backup kegs can be tapped to prepare for the day.

The BeerSAVER KegSWITCHER is an automatic multi-keg solution for high volume beer lines. It allows for 2 kegs to be tapped at the same time, providing double the product before the need to swap out kegs.
**THE BeerSAVER KegSWITCHER SOLUTION**

The BeerSAVER KegSWITCHER is an automatic multi-keg solution for high volume beer lines. It allows for 2 kegs to be tapped at the same time, providing double the product before the need to swap out kegs.

**FEATURES**
- Easy to Use and Install
- Durable Design
- Wall Mountable
- No Electrical Requirements
- Simple to Clean
- Reversible Mounting

**HOW IT WORKS**

When Keg 1 is emptied, Keg 2 automatically begins to be dispensed. This allows for the empty keg to be swapped out at any time. Once Keg 1 has been changed, the KegSWITCHER will automatically switch back to Keg 1 when Keg 2 is depleted.

- **Keg 1 Depleted**
  - KegSWITCHER float detects empty keg
  - Valve from Keg 1 is sealed
  - Automatically dispenses from Keg 2

- **Keg 2 in Use**
  - No air enters beer line
  - Save time swapping kegs

- **New Keg**
  - Replace Keg 1 at anytime before Keg 2 empties
  - Will automatically dispense from new Keg 1 when Keg 2 empties